SIMS 202 PHOTO PROJECT – ASSIGNMENT 2
Photo Use Scenario (Due September 12, 2002)
September 3, 2002
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1. APPLICATION IDEA

In your group, brainstorm to come up with an idea for a web-based application to use a database of annotated photos that you and your classmates will take. For help on brainstorming, see the notes on brainstorming.

Think about personas (stereotypical people who would use the application) and scenarios of how the application works and interacts with its users. Pick one persona and one scenario to describe.

Draw a storyboard with explanatory text to display what your persona does in a certain scenario and how your application and the user interact. For comments on storyboarding and examples, see the notes on storyboarding.

Write up a brief description of your idea, persona and scenario.

Hand in both the storyboard and description.

Time estimates: Brainstorming 1-2hrs; Storyboard and description 3-4 hrs

Budget your time. This is a rapid prototyping exercise where you demonstrate your creativity and ability to work quickly and efficiently and not show off your drawing skills.

2. PHOTOS

Take at least 10 photos per person in your project group of life in and around Sims and the Berkeley campus.

Upload the photos to the G:/is202_photos/photos/ directory.

Use the naming convention explained in the camera instruction document (loginnamedate_number, e.g. vivienp-2002-09-03_001.jpg).
Please, upload all your photos in the common photos folder and not your individual group folders. All pictures will be accessible to everybody in the class.

3. GROUP WEBSITE

Design your group website. You will publish your group assignments here. Your website should have information on your group members, links to your assignments and other project files and a work distribution table.

We prepared an example website that you can use as a template: http://www.sims.berkeley.edu/academics/courses/is202/f02/team_site_template/index.html

Your own design ideas are more than welcome.

Work distribution

We ask you to put up a table with information on how you split up the work in your group and who did what.

An example of a work distribution table can be found here: http://www.sims.berkeley.edu/academics/courses/is202/f02/team_site_template/work_distribution.html

4. SUBMISSION REQUIREMENTS

TO DO LIST:

- Brainstorm for an application idea
- Come up with personas and scenarios
- Write a description of your idea / application involving one persona and one scenario
- Draw storyboard with explanatory text
- Take photos
- Upload photos
- Create your group website
- Put assignment 2 (persona description, scenario description, and annotated storyboard) plus a work distribution table on the website

Submit an email to is202-ta@sims.berkeley.edu with the following information (due September 12, before class):

- URL of your group website
- URL to idea description and storyboard
- Time it took you to complete the assignment
- Eventual comments on assignment (optional)